Abstract: We present new results on stochastic stability of linear discrete-time systems with additive uncertainty under several receding horizon control policies. We guarantee bounded variance of the closed-loop system under each policy via appending a stability constraint to the existing optimization routine of the corresponding policy.
INTRODUCTION
We study the problem of synthesizing bounded controllers for linear systems affected by additive disturbances. On the quantitative side of this problem, one typically seeks to minimize a finite-horizon cost. While the principle of dynamic programming applies, analytical solutions are extremely difficult to find, and it is well-known that the method scales poorly with the number of dimensions. An alternative suboptimal solution in this constrained setting is a static optimization-based control technique such as receding horizon (RH) control (Maciejowski, 2001; Mayne et al., 2000) . Fixing an optimization horizon N and a control horizon N c , the RH control proceeds as follows: measure the current state, solve a constrained optimal control problem for the next N stages over a class of policies, apply the first N c steps of the obtained policy, resample the state, and recurse the preceding steps. While being suboptimal, RH control enjoys the desirable property of being tractable for a wide class of dynamics, constraints, and policy classes.
On the qualitative side of this problem, we face nontrivial issues of stability in the presence of bounded controls and additive disturbances with non-compact support. Regulation to a reference point being impossible due to the additive nature of the disturbance, we have to consider weaker forms of stability as shown by the following example. Consider the scalar system x t+1 = x t +u t +w t , x 0 =x (given), t ∈ N 0 , where x t is the state, u t the control, and w t the disturbance at stage t. We assume that w t ∈ [−γ, γ] and u t ∈ [−U max , U max ] for each t. On the one hand, we observe that if U max < γ, then there exists a disturbance sequence (w t ) t∈N 0 such that (x t ) t∈N 0 diverges for all initial states and for all controls (u t ) t∈N 0 . Therefore, U max γ is enough to ensure boundedness of the state under all possible disturbance realizations. On the other hand, if we assume that the (w t ) t∈N 0 is a mean-zero i.i.d. random process with bounded fourth moment, it follows from (Ramponi et al., 2010, Proposition 3.9 ) that with U max > E[|w 0 |] C 1 , for every initial state it is
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possible to ensure a uniform bound on the closed-loop variance of the state. Since C 1 is at most equal to γ for all distributions, we see at once that one needs lesser control authority to ensure a bounded variance of the state than that needed to ensure a bounded state. From the preceding discussion it is clear that the amount of control authority plays a central role in determining the qualitative behavior of systems. In typical applications both the qualitative and the quantitative aspects of control need to be addressed simultaneously; therefore, RH control techniques that guarantee certain desirable qualitative properties from the closed-loop system are preferable. However, since the interactions of optimality and stability under bounded controls are difficult to analyze, such results are difficult to get.
We focus on establishing new results on stochastic stability under bounded RH control. Stability under bounded controls in the presence of disturbances has a vast history, see e.g., (Ramponi et al., 2010) and the references therein. If the system matrix is Schur stable, and the controls and the disturbances are both bounded, then for every initial state the closed-loop system states stay bounded. If at least one eigenvalue of the system matrix is outside the closed unit disc, then two cases are relevant: First, if the disturbances are bounded, then inputto-state stability (ISS) results indicate that there exist bounded controllers with nonempty robust control invariant regions; the sizes of these regions depend on the control bound, and there is no guarantee of boundedness if the initial state is outside these regions. Second, every bounded control leads to unbounded variance of the states if the disturbance is stochastic in nature and has unbounded support. If the system matrix is marginally stable and the controls are bounded, global stability results are rare, and a rigorous treatment has appeared only recently (Ramponi et al., 2010) .
RH control is presently dominated by nominal and robust synthesis methods in the deterministic setting, which have a rich array of rigorous results concerning feasibility, stability, etc; see e.g., (Maciejowski, 2001; Mayne et al., 2000) . Their counterparts in the stochastic setting, however, are comparatively recent developments, see e.g., ) and the references therein. The series of articles Chatterjee et al., 2009; Hokayem et al., 2010b; Hokayem et al., 2010a) constructed RH control policies that are tractable, and simultaneously ensure that the closed-loop variance stays bounded. In the present article we continue this direction of study. Among the four RH techniques that we consider, the existence of closed-loop mean-square bounds for RH control with bounded affine saturated-noise feedback policies was established in (Hokayem et al., 2010a) , tractability of RH control with robust LQ and affine noise feedback were established in (Bertsimas and Brown, 2007) and (Goulart et al., 2006) , respectively, without guarantees of closed-loop stochastic stability under bounded controls, and to our knowledge no stability guarantee for RH control with affine state feedback under bounded controls has appeared in the literature.
We provide new results concerning mean-square boundedness of the states under RH control with robust LQ, affine noise feedback, and affine state feedback policies. To this end we introduce additional constraints in the underlying optimization programs that are feasible for all values of the states, prove that the new optimization programs are feasible, tractable, and also prove that an RH application of the synthesized controls ensure a bounded closed-loop variance of the states. Related work in this area appear in, e.g., (Kim et al., 2006) , which establish that the ISS property holds for the closed-loop system provided that the disturbance vectors are all sufficiently small.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: In §2 we formally define our setup-the system, the class of policies for the finitehorizon control problem corresponding to each RH technique. The main results on stability are presented in §3 followed by validation of our claims through a numerical example in §4.
PROBLEM SETUP AND RH TECHNIQUES
Dynamics We consider the discrete-time linear stochastic system:
where x t ∈ R n is the state, u t ∈ R m is the control, (w t ) t∈N 0 is an R n -valued i.i.d. sequence of stochastic noise vectors with mean zero, and A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×m are given fixed matrices.
1
We assume that at each t the state x t is observed exactly. For the purposes of this article we require that the control and noise vectors satisfy u t ∈ U and w t ∈ W, (2) where U and W are nonempty sets; their precise structure will differ according to the particular settings considered in the sequel, and will be defined as we progress.
Cost We fix an optimization horizon N ∈ N, and given the state x t at time t, we define the quadratic cost functioñ
where Q i = Q i 0, R i = R i > 0 are given matrices, U t u t , · · · , u t+N−1 , and W t w t , · · · , w t+N−1 . The quantitỹ J(x t , U t , W t ) is uncertain as it depends on the realization of the noise sequence W t . To arrive at a well defined optimization problem, we consider two scenarios: First, we assume that w t possesses certain distributional properties, and we define an objective function at time t given x t as V
1 Here N 0 {0, 1, 2, . . .} and N N 0 \ {0}.
Second, we define another objective function that takes into account the worst case cost with respect to the noise sequence, i.e., V 2 t (x t ) max
We are interested in RH controllers, and accordingly, for a control horizon N c ∈ N, at each stage N c t, t ∈ N 0 , we are interested in the minimization of the objective funtion (4) or (5) over the class of causal state feedback strategies Π containing measurable functions π N c t , . . . , π N c t+N−1 , such that u N c t+ π (x N c t , x N c t+1 , . . . , x N c t+ ), = 0, . . . , N − 1. (6) and each u t satisfies the control constraints in (2). For a generic t ∈ N 0 we let
Below we consider several setups depending on the policy and the structure of W. At each stage N c t, we consider the constrained robust LQ problem
for = 0, . . . , N − 1 with ϕ : R n −→ R n a component-wise saturation function; and the affine state feedback problem
MEAN-SQUARE BOUNDEDNESS
To our knowledge, none of the policies described in §2, besides the one in (9), can be synthesized via their respective optimization programs while requiring that U and W in (2) are bounded. In order to ensure that the resulting controls are bounded, we shall mostly restrict to the case of W being bounded, and point out cases when this assumption can be lifted; see the discussion following Hypothesis 3, Remark 7, and Remark 10 below. Two distinct features of the results presented here are:
• the optimization programs that synthesize the RH policies are feasible for all states, in contrast to robust optimization techniques which are only feasible in a strict subset of the state-space, • the effect of the random noise appears as the constant C 1 , which represents the statistics of the random noise, in the constraints; since C 1 is at most equal to the size of the set W, the constraints turn out to be less conservative than the size of the set W that typically features in the robust counterparts, and
• by relaxing the usual terminal constraint that ensures stability in robust MPC programs to a "drift constraint", the feasible region of our programs becomes the entire state-space.
Guided by our earlier work in (Hokayem et al., 2010a) , we show that it is possible to augment all the previous approaches with an extra drift constraint that guarantees bounded variance in closed-loop. We have the following standing assumption. Hypothesis 1.
(i) The system matrices in (1) satisfy the following:
• A is discrete-time Lyapunov stable, i.e., the eigenvalues {λ i (A)|i = 1, . . . , n} lie in the closed unit disc, and those eigenvalues λ j (A) with λ j (A) = 1 have equal algebraic and geometric multiplicities. (ii) The controls take values in the control constraint set
Under Hypothesis 1-(i) there exists a coordinate transformation (Ramponi et al., 2010, §3.4 ) on the state-space that brings the system (1) to the form
where A s is Schur stable and A o is orthogonal, and for some
This positive integer κ is fixed throughout the rest of this article.
We state the following immediate adaptation of (Pemantle and Rosenthal, 1999 , Theorem 1). Proposition 2. Let (ξ t ) t∈N 0 be a sequence of nonnegative random variables on some probability space (Ω, F, P), and let (F t ) t∈N 0 be any filtration to which (ξ t ) t∈N 0 is adapted. Suppose that there exist finite, positive constants ε, J, M, such that ξ 0 J, and for all t, we have:
on the event {ξ t > J}, and (13)
Then there exists a constant γ = γ(ε, J, M) > 0 such that
We are now ready to state the stability results pertaining to the various control techniques.
Constrained robust LQ
Hypothesis 3. In addition to Hypothesis 1, we assume that the noise sequence (w t ) t∈N 0 takes values from the bounded set W = {ξ ∈ R n | ξ 2 γ} for some γ > 0 and that
for some ε > 0.
The restriction of the noise to the set W is necessary for feasibility of the optimization problem in Theorem 4-note that boundedness of the noise plays no role in any constraint except the first, which we inherit from (Bertsimas and Brown, 2007) . Due to this particular reason, although the analysis carried out in (Bertsimas and Brown, 2007) involves Gaussian (unbounded) noise, the control synthesis is actually performed with a "truncated distribution". 
• solves the optimal control problem (7) subject to (11), and • for every initial condition x 0 ∈ R n successive κ-step applications of the controls U κt renders the closed-loop system mean-square bounded, i.e., there exists a constant γ = γ(x 0 , ε, C 4 , U max ) such that sup t∈N 0 E x 0 x t 2 γ.
The assertion of Theorem 4 consists of feasibility and tractability of (15) and the fact that successive κ-step application of the controls U κt ensures that the closed-loop system is meansquare bounded; the latter is due to the last constraint in (15). We skip the proof of Theorem 4 for reasons of space; it can be established by following the steps of the proof of Theorem 9 below, which is given in detail.
Affine noise and saturated noise feedback
We first state our result concerning mean-square boundedness of the closed-loop system under RH control with the affine noise feedback technique. We require: 4 Hypothesis 5. In addition to Hypothesis 1 we assume that the noise sequence (w t ) t∈N 0 takes values from the bounded set W ξ ∈ R n ξ ∞ γ for some γ > 0,and that U max U max
Theorem 6. Consider the system (12), suppose that the Hypothesis 5 holds, and let N c = κ. Then a solution to the following feasible and tractable optimization problem minimize
• Θ κt and η κt having the structure given in (A.2),
3 The various vectors and matrices appearing in Theorem 4 below are listed in Appendix §A.2 for convenience. 4 The various vectors and matrices appearing in Theorem 6 below are listed in Appendix §A.3 for convenience.
yields controls defined by (A.1) that
• solve the optimal control problem (8) subject to (11), and • for every initial condition x 0 ∈ R n successive κ-step applications of the controls U κt defined by (A.1) renders the closedloop system mean-square bounded, i.e., there exists a con-
The proof is similar to that of (Hokayem et al., 2010a, Theorem 3) , and is omitted. Remark 7. A glance at the policies in (8) and (9) reveals at once that they are structurally similar. Nevertheless, observe that if the noise is not bounded, contrary to Hypothesis 5, then the policy in (8) is not guaranteed to stay bounded in general irrespective of the constraints on the η's and the θ's. In contrast, the one in (9) is bounded provided the function ϕ is. The only exception to this occurs if the θ's in (8) are all set to zero (the control is thus open-loop); in this case observe that the corresponding optimization problem in Theorem 6 does not require bounded noise in Hypothesis 5.
Affine state feedback
The various vectors and matrices appearing in Theorem 6 below are listed in Appendix §A.4 for convenience. Hypothesis 8. In addition to Hypothesis 1, we stipulate that:
n | ξ ∞ γ} for some γ > 0, (ii) for the control policy (10) we fix K = K for all l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 for some constant K, and (iii) we require that for some ε > 0,
where the matricesD and K are given in (A.4) and (A.5), respectively. Theorem 9. Consider the system (12), suppose that Hypothesis 8 holds, and let N c = κ. Then a solution to the following feasible and tractable optimization problem:
• solves the optimal control problem (10) subject to (11), and • for every initial condition x 0 ∈ R n successive κ-step applications of the controls U κt in (A.3) renders the closed-loop system mean-square bounded, i.e., there exists a constant γ = γ(x 0 , ε, C 4 , U max ) such that sup t∈N 0 E x 0 x t 2 γ.
Remark 10. Theorem 9 features two new elements: the first is the hard bound on affine state-feedback policies, and the second is the drift constraint ensuring mean-square boundedness. These two features are not simultaneously present in earlier works dealing with the "closed-loop paradigm" (Cannon et al., 2009) 
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 9] The formulation of the cost function in (17) is straightforward from the dynamics (1) and the definitions in Appendix §A.4. Regarding the convexity of the constraints in (17), all three contain norms of affine function of the optimization paramters, and are therefore convex. The second constraint in (17) is tightly equivalently to (11); this can be shown using a similar argument as in ).
Let β 2 KD ∞ γ and note that KB + I is non-singular since det(KB + I) = 1. To demonstrate that the optimization problem (17) is feasible, consider the candidate control vector
where
which verifies the second constraint of (17). On the other hand,
which verifies the third constraint of (17). Henceη κt makes the optimization problem (17) feasible and completes the proof of the first assertion. Regarding the second claim, we prove below that the sequence (ξ t ) t∈N 0 , defined by ξ t = x o κt satisfies both (13) and (14), and from Proposition 2 we will conclude that the orthogonal sub-system in (12) has bounded variance. Consider the sub-sampled process (
where u κt,κt+κ−1
We define the filtration (F n ) n∈N 0 as F n σ(x 0 , . . . , x n ), and observe that (ξ t ) t∈N 0 is (F n ) n∈N 0 adapted. Now,
Consequently,
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Employing the third constraint in (17) we arrive at
This verifies (13). It can be shown, as in (Ramponi et al., 2010) , that there exists a constant
M.
Therefore, (14) is verified. Letting J max{J , x 0 }, we conclude from Proposition 2 that the sub-sampled process (x o κt ) t∈N 0 is mean-square bounded, i.e., there exists a constant
Application of triangle inequalities and the system dynamics (12) show that there exists
γ o holds for all t. Moreover, since A s is Schur stable, the control is bounded, and the noise is bounded in fourth moment, there exists (Ramponi et al., 2010 ) a constant γ s > 0 such that E x 0 x s t 2 γ s for all t. Finally, setting γ = γ o + γ s completes the proof.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We consider a neutrally stable system for the simulation and compare the performance for all the RH techniques considered here. The neutrally stable system is given as:
with ϕ = 3π/4 and θ = π/4. To ensure a fair ground for comparison among the RH techniques, we require that the noise sequence (w t ) t≥0 is i.i.d. uniformly distributed over the set W = − 10 2 , 10 2 4 ; thus, w t 2 , w t ∞ 10. Notice that all the four eigenvalues of A lie on the unit circle and are simple, also the pair (A, B) is reachable with reachability index κ = 4. The state and control weight matrices were chosen to be Q i = I 4×4 and R i = 1, respectively, and the initial condition as x 0 = 20 50 25 100 . The control horizon, N c , was fixed at 4, equal to the reachability index κ and the optimization horizon was chosen to be 6. We simulated the system for 50 different extractions of the noise sequence with the above data over 50 time steps, with U max = 7.1. Figure 1 shows the simulation results in a plot of sum of average costs. We observe that all controllers behave similarly, i.e., stabilize the system, although the policy proposed in (Hokayem et al., 2010a) clearly outperforms the others. 
A.3 The vectors and matrices appearing in Theorem 6
Over an entire horizon the controls can be written in a compact form as U t = Θ t W t + η t , (A.1) where
. . . 
A.4 The vectors and matrices appearing in Theorem 9
Over an entire horizon the controls can be written in a compact form as U t = K t X t + η t , (A 
